
Philosophy Meeting#IZ
E what is necessary for a person to behappy?
Westartel by brainstorminga short list :
↳ other people I relationships↳ foodI drink/ etc . ( physiological meets )↳ entertainment
we altered mane to thislist as we discussed some of
the ideas of other thinkers .
Maslow (a psychologist) abbesses this question by developing
a
' pyramid of meets " :
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One of the merits of this motel ist hat it displays how certain
meets must be met before others can contribute to happiness,
e. y. it's hard to enjoy friendship if you omit gettingenough food or
if you're in tango

↳



This motel captures 2 things thatwe missed on our original
list :
↳ not just having meets net, but security , or confidencethat
they will continueto bemet↳ achievement/self - improvement?

We spoke for a while about achievement self- improvement
as a possible necessity for happiness, but eventually bites
that this really tweets on theyswoon . Sarah 's sister

,
for

example, has motive to accomplish anything . Aristotle
or a Confidant might wonder whether she is really truly
happy, but sinceweren't fry into her brain and find out

,
we'll

just have to take her word for it .

I quickly Leseri bet the differences b/w Confucianism and
Taoism, but we titit stay onthis topic very longhand
essentially beset that neither one was better for
happiness , butthat it beats heavily on a person's natural
inclinations .

.co#ANiM TANI
↳ focus on self - improvement to focus on "naturalness

"

↳ b-sci pl i hey self - control ↳ spontaneity↳ prefersrenal Luclopmut Ls criticizes social institutions
↳ etiquette / social graces & customs as oppressive

↳



Next
,
we revisited the thought experiment of the experience

machine (I won't describe it again here) .
Sarah was a bit b-starbet by this experiment because an
experience machine is contrive to a life "without meaning

"

(whatever that means . . .
)
. Despite this , she saitshe would

plug in to the machine if given the choice .
She came up with an idea to resolve this : meanings not
necessary if one has an experience machine to keep one
at the level of maximal pleasure all the time, but in normal
life, in which there are ups and towns, meaning is necessary
to compensate forthe low points .

(we never really leftout exactly what "meaning
"
means,

though)

we spoke briefly about Aristotle's virtue ethics and emphasis
onmoteatn / temperance, but we quickly moved on .
Next

,
we spoke about Mill 's utilitarianism. We focuses not on his

moral theory, but rather on his iartitiming of all pleasuresinto "higher pleasures
" and " lower pleasures ; with tWarmer

including intellectual pleasures (learning , solving hard problems ,
maybehelping others etc.) and the latter including physical/
sensual pleasures (food

, drink, sex, partying etc .) .

⇐What is therole of hedonic (
"

lower ") pleasures in our
happiness ? Should we avoid them, emphasize them, or . . . ?



The (infamous) exeeriereem-aehnennutf.es the waters .
If I use the experience machine to replicate the " feel good

"

chemicals t electrical signals I get by enjoying a higher please,
amI still inhelging in a higher pleasure? The feeling is identical,
butIhaven't worked for it, it seems "meaningless

"

,
and this

is almost equivalent to drug use, which is a lower pleasure .
(This question really histresses Sarah)

I motioned Jeremy Bentham, who was utilitarian like Mill,
but mate no distinction b/w higher and lower pleasures , and thought
hedonistic pleasures werejust as good as any

other pleasure .
In fact

,
onemight argue that hedonistic pleasures are better

for promoting happiness , since Las Mill noticed) they cause
instant gratification , whilehigher pleasures require a lot more work .
Nevertheless

, higher pleasures somehow seem more "noble
.

"

so how should we deal with hehuic pleasures ?
Butthists would say thatwashcould avoid them .

Sarah mentioned something the Dalai Lama said about enjoying
thefulfillment of your basic meets without going in pursuit of
other pleasures (in other work, birgeantert with less) .
Aristotle would probably say we should indulge in hedonic pleasures
inm# on, as with everything else .

Sarah's sister says full-on hedonism is the way to go !


